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Abstract. Intense and prolonged exercise leads to immune
suppression, causing upper respiratory tract infections (URTI).
A proprietary standardized dietary supplement, IQP‑AS‑119
has been previously developed to aid immune responses
under such conditions. The current randomized, double‑blind,
placebo‑controlled pilot study aimed to investigate the effects
of IQP‑AS‑119 on marathon runners. A total of 80 participants
were randomized equally into groups receiving either placebo
(P group) or IQP‑AS‑119 (V group) treatment, starting 3 weeks
before and for 14 days after the marathon. Benefit assessment
was performed using different questionnaires. Post‑marathon,
the V and P groups reported 1±2.38 and 2.11±3.25 days
with upper respiratory tract symptoms (URTS), respectively
(P=0.038). During the 14 days post‑marathon, 20.0% of the
participants in the V group compared with 44.4% in the P group
reported URTS (P=0.042). The V group reported significantly
milder URTS compared with the P group on Days 9, 12, 13
and 14 post‑marathon (P<0.05). The total Perceived Stress
Questionnaire‑20 score on days 2‑14 were significantly lower
for the V group compared with the P group (P=0.035). In the
Short Form 12 Health Survey, the V group exhibited signifi‑
cant improvement in mental composite score on days ‑5 to 14
compared with the P group (P=0.038). In the overall treatment
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effect assessment, there were no statistically significant differ‑
ences between the groups. The IQP‑AS‑119 was rated ‘very
good’ or ‘good’ by investigators and participants, respectively, for
71 and 65% of the participants. The tolerability of IQP‑AS‑119
was rated as ‘very good’ or ‘good’ by both investigators and
95% of participants. No clinically relevant differences were
observed between groups regarding adverse events or other
safety parameters. Therefore, IQP‑AS‑119 was demonstrated to
reduce the incidence and severity of URTI in marathon runners.
Given its good tolerability profile, IQP‑AS‑119 may be a good
nutritional supplement for the reduction of URTS in susceptible
individuals.
Introduction
In defence against infections, the immune system regulates the
functions of a multitude of cells and molecules to fight invading
pathogens. Physical and psychological stress, sleep deprivation
and malnutrition are likely to cause suboptimal immune system
function, thereby creating an opportunity for infectious agents
to invade the body (1‑4). The effects of intense and prolonged
exercise has been documented to adversely affect the immune
system (5), resulting in immunosuppression lasting for 3‑72 h (6),
or occasionally 1‑2 weeks for athletes in competition (7). The
concept of an ‘open window’, where an individual may be more
susceptible to infectious agents (8), is often used to explain the
reason behind upper respiratory tract infections or symptoms
(URTI or URTS) following a taxing bout of exercise (9-11).
Accordingly, the use of exercise as a model for immune stress
has been employed in previous studies (12,13). The incidence of
URTS has been reported to be higher among athletes subjected
to high‑intensity and endurance exercise, such as marathon
and ultramarathon running, particularly in the days leading up
to and after the competition (9,14,15). Marathon running has
been demonstrated to transiently suppress various aspects of
immunity (16), and an increase in the levels of certain immune
markers after a marathon race have been linked to increased
susceptibility to infections (17). In particular, the URTI inci‑
dence was reported to be 2.5‑ to ~6‑fold higher among marathon
runners in previous studies (18,19). Therefore, marathon running
has been employed by different research groups as a stressor to
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the immune system in order to investigate the impact of dietary
supplements on the incidence and severity of URTS (20‑22).
The aim of the present study was to investigate the poten‑
tial health benefits of a dietary supplement, IQP‑AS‑119, in
reducing the incidence and severity of URTS in marathon
runners, providing an indication of the supplement's efficacy in
aiding the body's immune system under conditions of stress, as
modelled by the marathon run.
IQP‑AS‑119 is a dietary supplement containing a proprietary
blend of ingredients, including a patent‑pending standardized
garlic extract, with green chireta (Andrographis paniculata),
plant superoxide dismutase extract, vitamin B complex, cholecal‑
ciferol and zinc. Allicin, which is an organosulphur compound
found in garlic, has been indicated to reduce the incidence of
common cold symptoms in a previous 12 week study (23).
Green chireta has also been demonstrated to be beneficial in
improving URTI symptom scores (sore throat, sleep distur‑
bances, cough, headache and earache) in randomized controlled
trials in patients with uncomplicated URTI (24,25).
Plant superoxide dismutase extracts have been demonstrated
to alleviate stress (26,27). Daily intake of concentrates containing
superoxide dismutase has also been revealed to reduce physical
and mental fatigue along with stress in healthy individuals
compared with those receiving placebo treatment (26).
Cholecalciferol at 300 IU has been indicated to reduce
the risk of reported acute URTI by 50% compared with those
receiving placebo treatment (28). A review on cholecalciferol
supplementation suggested a daily intake of 1,000 IU per adult
as a prophylaxis for respiratory tract illnesses (29).
Zinc acetate administered in the form of lozenges at the
onset of a common cold has been indicated to reduce the severity
and duration of cold symptoms (30,31). Thiamine supplementa‑
tion has also been indicated to be beneficial in reducing fatigue
associated with exercise (32,33). Folic acid supplementation, as
demonstrated in a 12‑week study, resulted in an increase in the
serum levels of proteins involved in the regulation and activa‑
tion of immune function (34). Based on the reports of beneficial
effects of these ingredients, it was hypothesized that IQP‑AS‑119
may be used to support immune function and improve energy
levels when the body is under stress, helping individuals main‑
tain optimal health.
Materials and methods
Ethics and consent. The present trial was performed in accor‑
dance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki (35)
and the EU recommendations for Good Clinical Practice
(EMA/CHMP/ICH/135/95), E6 (36), and was approved by
the Ethics Committee of the Charité‑Universitätsmedizin
Berlin. All participants provided written informed consent
prior to their participation in the trial. This trial was regis‑
tered at Clinicaltrials.gov as NCT02873910 (registered 22
August 2016; retrospectively registered, https://clinicaltrials.
gov/ct2/show/NCT02873910).
Design. The current study was a single‑centre, double‑blind,
randomized, placebo‑controlled pilot trial involving participants
in the Berlin Marathon 2016. The study began ~70 days before
the marathon and lasted until ~25 days after the marathon. The
treatment period started 3 weeks prior to and continued for

2 weeks after the Berlin Marathon on 25 September 2016. The
study involved 2 visits to the study centre at the beginning and
the end of the study, with 2 reminder phone calls between the
visits.
Participants. Participation in the study was open to registered
runners of the 2016 Berlin marathon. The aim was to recruit
80 participants to be randomized into this exploratory pilot
study. No formal hypothesis testing had been prespecified. The
main eligibility criteria for participation included Caucasians
of either sex, aged 18‑69 years, who were residing in either
Berlin or Brandenburg. The participants should have success‑
fully completed at least 1 marathon in the last 2 years, with
a completion time of 3‑5.5 h. The participants were required
to be non‑smokers, or to have ceased smoking for at least
12 months prior to the screening visit. They should also have
regular sleeping patterns without suspected sleeping disorders
for the 3 months prior to the screening visit. Participants with
a history of severe cardiovascular disease or collapse during a
running event, or during training, were excluded. Participants
with any abnormalities observed in the screening exercise elec‑
trocardiogram that pointed to an increased cardiovascular risk,
systolic blood pressure ≥140 mmHg and/or diastolic blood pres‑
sure ≥90 mmHg, were considered ineligible for the pilot study.
Runners with URTS, injuries and/or were unable to complete
all questionnaires were excluded from the trial. Finally, a total
of 80 healthy asymptomatic adults that fit the inclusion criteria
participated in the pilot trial. Participants were recruited
between July and August 2016.
Treatment groups. Numbered days with a minus sign were
used to indicate the time period before the marathon, whereas
numbered days without a minus sign were used to indicate the
trial period after the marathon. Between day ‑70 and day ‑26, the
participants were randomly allocated to either the IQP‑AS‑119
group (V group) or placebo group (P group). The investigational
product (IP) was either the IQP‑AS‑119 in tablet form, or a
placebo tablet identical to the IQP‑AS‑119, which contained
microcrystalline cellulose instead of the active ingredients.
Participants in the V group took one tablet of IQP‑AS‑119 and
participants in the P group took one placebo tablet daily from
day ‑21 to day 14.
During the study, the participants refrained from taking
nutritional supplements, or other ‘immune support’ products,
systemic analgesics (other than paracetamol up to 2,000 mg/day
or ibuprofen up to 800 mg/day) and antibiotics. Additionally,
subjects were asked to refrain from strenuous exercise (other
than completing training runs).
Assessments. The benefits of the IP were assessed by a number
of questionnaires distributed during the study. An overview of
the schedule of events for the trial is presented in Fig. 1.
Participants were asked ‘Do you experience any health prob‑
lems today?’ and ‘Do you think you have a cold/URTS?’ in the
participant diary from Day ‑1 to Day 14 (for example, at 14 days
after the marathon). On any day that the participant answered
‘yes’ to having health problems, they were asked to report any
ailments they were suffering from, such as gastrointestinal
symptoms, muscle/joint/bone problems, injuries, allergies or
other infections.
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Figure 1. Schedule of study events. OTE, overall treatment effect; PSQ20, Perceived Stress Questionnaire; SF12, Short Form 12 Health Survey; URTS, upper
respiratory tract symptoms; WURSS‑21, Wisconsin Upper Respiratory Symptom Survey 21; PC, phone call; V, visit.

Any day of answering ‘yes’ to having a cold/URTS was
considered as a URTS day. Furthermore, in the daily participant
diary from Day ‑1 to Day 14, the Wisconsin Upper Respiratory
Symptom Survey (WURSS‑21) was also completed. The
WURSS‑21 is a validated illness‑specific instrument used to
assess the negative impact of acute URTI that is presumed to
be viral (for example, the common cold) on the participant's
quality of life (QoL) (37). Item 1 in the WURSS‑21 asked the
participants ‘How sick do you feel today?’, items 2‑11 assessed
the participants' severity of URTS, while items 12‑20 assessed
the extent to which the participants' symptoms interfered with
daily activities. Each item was to be rated by on a scale of 0 (no
symptom/not affected), to 7 (severe). Item 21 in the WURSS‑21
asked the participants to assess whether their symptoms were
better or worse compared with the day before. For each URTS
day, the severity was evaluated using the WURSS‑21.
At the end of the first week (day 7) and second week (day 14)
after the marathon, the participants were asked to indicate
whether their health had improved, remained the same, or
worsened since the marathon (day 0) using the overall treatment
effect (OTE) assessment (38). Participants were asked ‘How has
your health changed since your participation in the marathon?’
and they rated their response on a 15‑point global rating scale
from ‑7 (a great deal worse), through 0 (no change) to +7 (a great
deal better) (38). The change of the participants' scores was
calculated by taking the difference between the scores for day
14 minus day 7.
On each day of the trial, from day ‑25 through to day 25,
the participants assessed their well‑being by rating their fatigue,
stress, delayed onset of muscle soreness, and sleep quality/disor‑
ders on a scale of 1 to 7 for each of the 4 items in the Hooper's
Index (39). The Hooper's Index is the summation of the 4 ratings.
Additionally, the participants filled out the Perceived Stress
Questionnaire (PSQ20) (40) and the Short Form 12 Health
Survey Questionnaire (SF‑12) (41) on days ‑25, ‑5, 2 and 14 of

the trial. The PSQ20 had 20 items in 4 scales: Worries, tension,
joy and demands. For each item, the participants were asked
to evaluate the frequency of occurrence of each item during
the preceding week using values from 1 (almost never) to
4 (usually). The total score of the items for worries, tension,
joy and demands was calculated from the participants' ratings
and transformed according to the instructions provided by the
questionnaire's developers (40), resulting in transformed scores
ranging from 0 to 100. The total PSQ20 score was used to
estimate the participants' stress levels. The SF‑12 assessed the
participants' general well‑being during the preceding week, with
evaluation of 12 items clustered into 2 scores for the physical
and mental composites according to the questionnaire's instruc‑
tions (41). The changes to the composite scores were calculated
by taking the mean composite scores on day 14 minus the mean
composite scores on either day ‑5 or day 2.
At the end of the study, both the participants and investiga‑
tors independently evaluated the benefit of the IP by means of a
global scale (‘very good’, ‘good’, ‘moderate’ and ‘poor’).
The assessment of tolerability and safety included physical
examination, recording of vital signs at each visit, and analysis
of full blood count parameters, liver and renal function param‑
eters (alanine transaminase, aspartate aminotransferase, γ‑GT,
alkaline phosphatase, bilirubin, creatinine, urea and uric acid),
carbohydrate and lipid metabolism parameters at the beginning
and at the end of the study.
Statistical analysis. The results are presented as the
means ± standard deviation. Non‑parametric tests were used
for the analyses of the differences between groups, namely the
Mann‑Whitney U‑test for independent groups and the χ2 test
for the comparison of percentages. The Kaplan‑Meier method
was used to compare differences between groups for cumula‑
tive URTS days and Hooper's indices. Both the full analysis
set (FAS) and valid case analysis set (VCAS) were analysed
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Figure 2. Disposition of participants. Number of participants is provided in parenthesis. ECG, electrocardiogram; FAS, full analysis set; IP, investigational
products; VCAS, valid case analysis set.

Table I. Participant characteristics.
Characteristics
Sex
Men
Women
Age (years)
Height (cm)
Body weight (kg)
BMI (kg/m2)

V group (n=37)

P group (n=38)

21 (56.8%)
16 (43.2%)
43.3±10.2
175.4±11.1
72.1±11.5
23.29±1.94

22 (57.9%)
16 (42.1%)
40.4±10.3
173.6±8.7
68.8±10.3
22.72±2.04

FAS population (n=75). Values are reported as means ± standard
deviation. No significant differences were observed between groups
(P>0.05) for any of the characteristics. FAS, full analysis set.

in order to detect any differences between them (42). In cases
where there was a major non‑compliance of the protocol, the
subject data was excluded from the FAS and only included in
the VCAS analyses. All statistical analyses were performed
using SPSS, version 22.0 (IBM Corp.). All tests were
performed with a significance level (type I error) of 5.0%
(two‑tailed test).
Results
Participants. A total of 82 individuals were assessed for eligi‑
bility, and 80 finally participated in the present pilot study.
The participants who completed the marathon were 43 men
and 32 women, aged 22‑64 years (mean age, 42.4±10.2 years).
Three participants from the V group did not run in the mara‑
thon and 2 participants in the P group did not complete the
marathon, and they were excluded from the full FAS. By the
end of the study, 2 participants from each group either did not
comply with the intake of IP or had used excluded medica‑
tion, and they were excluded from the VCAS. The participant
disposition flow chart is presented in Fig. 2.

Participants from the V and P groups did not differ signifi‑
cantly in terms of mean age, height, body weight and body
mass index (Table I).
URTS. The incidence of URTS reported by participants in
the V group was lower compared with that in the P group
(Table II). In the FAS population, the percentage of partici‑
pants who had at least 1 day of URTS between day 1 and
day 14 following the marathon was lower by 23.1% in the V
group compared with the P group (P=0.05). Additionally,
participants in the P group reported 48.3% more days with
URTS between day 1 and day 14 post‑marathon (P=0.052). In
the VCAS population, the percentage of reported URTS and
the number of days of URTS differed significantly between
the two groups (P<0.05), with the V group reporting more
favourable results (Table II). The P group had 2.11±3.25 days
with URTS, twice more when compared with the V group
with 1.00±2.38 days (P=0.038).
WURSS‑21. Changes to the score for URTS, listed as items
2‑11 in the WURSS‑21, were evaluated by calculating the
mean scores on the day of assessment minus the score on
day ‑1. Days with milder URTS exhibited lower scores and
the negative values, representing an improvement of URTS on
the day of assessment compared with day ‑1. URTS that were
assessed by the questionnaire revealed that participants who
had taken IQP‑AS‑119 reported significantly milder URTS on
days 9, 12, 13 and 14 when compared to participants in the
P group (P<0.05) (Table III). Changes from baseline (day ‑1)
to day 1 through day 8 were not statistically significant (data
not shown).
Hooper's index. The summation of the four items (sleep,
muscle soreness, stress, fatigue) was used to yield the Hooper's
Index from the responses of 72 participants on day 7 and 74
participants on day 14, out of the 75 participants in the FAS.
The mean Hooper's Index at the end of the first and second
weeks after the marathon exhibited no statistically significant
differences between the two groups (Table IV).
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Table II. Participants with at least 1 day of URTS reported between Day 1 and Day 14 post‑marathon.
FAS Population
VCAS Population
‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑ ‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑
V group (n=37) P group (n=38) P‑value V group (n=35) P group (n=36) P‑value

Factor

Proportion of participants 						
No URTS
78.4%
55.3%
0.050
80.0%
55.6%
≥1 day URTS
21.6%
44.7%		
20.0%
44.4%
Number of days with URTS/cold1
1.05±2.37
2.03±3.18
0.052
1.00±2.38
2.11±3.25

0.042
0.038

The number of days is reported as means ± standard deviation. FAS, full analysis set; URTS, upper respiratory tract symptoms; VCAS, valid
case analysis set.

Table III. Changes in WURSS‑21, mean score (items 2-11)
from baseline (Day -1).
Day
Day 0
(marathon day)
Day 9
Day 10
Day 11
Day 12
Day 13
Day 14

V group (n=37)

P group (n=38) P‑value

‑0.15±0.42

‑0.04±0.15

0.400

‑0.15±0.63
‑0.14±0.68
‑0.20±0.59
‑0.19±0.61
‑0.16±0.70
‑0.17±0.67

0.14±0.91
0.10±0.87
0.12±0.83
0.11±0.88
0.07±0.82
0.09±0.88

0.026
0.158
0.051
0.031
0.019
0.028

Values are reported as means ± standard deviation. Only changes on
Day 0, and Days 9-14 are shown. Changes of scores were calculated
by taking the mean scores of items 2-11 on the day of assessment
minus mean scores on Day -1. Days with milder upper respiratory
tract symptoms would have lower scores, the negative values thus
represent an improvement of upper respiratory symptoms on the day
of assessment compared to Day -1. WURSS‑21, Wisconsin Upper
Respiratory Symptom Survey 21.

PSQ20. The scales that had higher values indicated greater
feelings of ‘joy’, ‘worries’, ‘tensions’ and ‘demands’. Changes
to the scores for the individual scales and the total score were
calculated by taking the mean scores on day 14 minus the
mean scores on either day ‑5 or day 2, so a lower score on
day 14 would result in negative numbers. Increased scores of
‘joy’, and decreased scores of ‘worries’, ‘tension’, ‘demand’
and ‘total score’ indicated improvement to participants' QoL.
The reduction of scores for the scales ‘tension’ and ‘demands’
were not significantly different between the V and P groups. In
the assessment of ‘joy’ in the VCAS population, improvement
in ratings was reported in the V group, while deterioration
was reported in the P group from day 2 to day 14, and the
difference was statistically significant (P=0.021). The similar
assessment in the FAS population did not reveal statistically
significant differences (data not shown). The reduction in the
scale for ‘worries’ was statistically increased in the V group
compared with the P group from day ‑5 to day 14 and from day
2 to day 14 (P=0.021 and P=0.012, respectively) in the VCAS

Table IV. Summation of mean scores for Hooper's Index in the
FAS population.
Day post
V group
P group
marathon			P‑value
Day 7
Day 14

9.64a±3.55
9.57b±3.54

8.61a±2.91
9.19b±3.40

0.402
0.675

36 participants; b37 participants. Values are reported as means ± stan‑
dard deviation. FAS, full analysis set.
a

population (Table V). The analysis in the FAS population for
the scores of ‘worries’ revealed similar statistically significant
findings (P<0.05) (data not shown). As regards to the total
PSQ20 score, the V group reported an improvement from day
2 to day 14 compared with the P group (P=0.035) in the VCAS
population.
SF‑12, OTE and assessment of benefit and tolerability.
The items in the SF‑12 questionnaire were analysed by the
physical composite (items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 8), and mental
composite scores (items 6, 7, 9, 10, 11 and 12). The changes
to the composite scores were calculated by taking the mean
composite scores on day 14 minus the mean composite scores
on either day ‑5 or day 2. Neither group had significant differ‑
ences regarding changes to the physical composite score. For
the mental composite, the V group exhibited a significant
improvement from day ‑5 to day 14 compared with the P group
(P=0.038; Table VI).
For each week after the marathon, the OTE scores did not
differ significantly between groups (all P>0.05, Table VII). A
negative value in the score for day 7 indicated rating of wors‑
ening health since the marathon. The change of the participants'
scores between the 2 days of assessment was calculated by
taking the difference between the scores for day 14 minus day 7.
In the global assessment of benefit, IQP‑AS‑119 was
considered as ‘very good’ or ‘good’ for 71 and 65% of the
participants, as rated by the investigators and participants,
respectively (Fig. 3). The respective ratings for the placebo
were 45% (rating by investigators) and 42% (rating by partici‑
pants) (data not shown). The ratings did not differ significantly
between investigators and participants (P>0.05).
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Table V. Changes to PSQ20 for joy, worries, tension and demands; and total score in the VCAS population.
Changes to PSQ20

V group

P group

P‑value

Joy
Day ‑5 to 14
3.92a±13.84
‑0.95b±13.25
0.160
Day 2 to 14
1.52±9.71
‑2.96±9.35
0.021
Worries
Day ‑5 to 14
‑4.51a±10.73
1.14b±9.63
0.021
Day 2 to 14
‑2.29±9.56
4.07±9.47
0.012
Tension			
Day ‑5 to 14
‑2.35b±11.59
2.75c±15.05
0.204
Day 2 to 14
‑2.67±11.11
0.76±13.11
0.419
Demands			
Day ‑5 to 14
‑3.43d±18.79
‑0.76b±15.32
0.718
Day 2 to 14
‑4.51±17.42
2.04±14.59
0.170
Total Score			
Day ‑5 to 14
‑3.59d±11.34
0.93a±9.94
0.110
Day 2 to 14
‑2.75±9.51
2.33±8.22
0.035
34 participants; b35 participants; c36 participants; d33 participants. Values are reported as means ± standard deviation. For each individual
scale, higher values indicated greater feelings of ‘joy’, ‘worries’, ‘tensions’ or ‘demands’. Changes to the scores of the individual scales and the
total score were calculated by taking the mean scores on Day 14 minus the mean scores on either Day -5 or Day 2. Thus, lower mean scores
on Day 14 resulted in negative numbers. In the table, a positive change of ‘joy’, and a negative change of ‘worries’, ‘tension’, ‘demand’ and
‘total score’ indicated improvement to the participants’ quality of life. PSQ20, Perceived Stress Questionnaire; VCAS, valid case analysis set.
a

Figure 3. Global assessment of benefits and tolerability of IQP‑AS‑119. The differences in ratings for benefits and tolerability were not statistically significant
between investigators and participants (P>0.05).

In the assessment of adverse events, physical examina‑
tion, recording of vital signs and other laboratory parameters,

there were no clinically relevant differences between the V and
P groups. The tolerance of IQP‑AS‑119 was rated as ‘very good’
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Table VI. Changes to physical and mental composite scores in the SF-12 in the FAS population.
A, PCS			
Changes to SF‑12
Day ‑5 to 14
Day 2 to 14

V group (n=35)

P group (n=35)

P‑value

‑0.60±8.96
0.38±8.58

‑1.53±5.68
1.36±9.19

0.449
0.440

B, MCS			
Changes to SF‑12
Day ‑5 to 14
Day 2 to 14

V group (n=35)

P group (n=35)

P‑value

2.13±7.11
‑0.39±6.04

‑0.33±4.51
‑1.47±3.55

0.038
0.271

Values are reported as means±standard deviation. Changes to the composite scores were calculated by taking the composite scores on Day 14
minus the mean composite scores on either Day -5 or Day 2. Lower composite scores on Day 14 indicated a worse health status, resulting in
negative values in the computed differences from Day -5 or Day 2, whereas improvement in health status was indicated by a positive difference
in scores. FAS, full analysis set; SF-12, Short Form 12 Health Survey; MCS, mental composite score; PCS, physical composite score.

Table VII. Mean OTE scores for first and second week after
the marathon in the FAS population.
Day
D7
D14
D14‑D7

V group (n=36)

P group (n=38)

P‑value

0.33±2.19
0.86±2.27
0.53±1.86

‑0.11±2.13
0.34±2.88
0.45±2.39

0.536
0.343
0.705

Values are reported as means ± standard deviation. The overall treat‑
ment effect was assessed with the question ‘How has your health
changed since your participation in the marathon?’ using a 15-point
global rating scale from -7 (a great deal worse) through 0 (no change)
to +7 (a great deal better). Negative values in scores for Day 7 or Day
14 indicated worsening health since the marathon, whereas the Day
14 minus Day 7 score indicated changes from Day 7 to Day 14. D,
day; FAS, full analysis set; OTE, overall treatment effect.

or ‘good’ for 95% of participants by both investigators and
subjects (Fig. 3). All participants agreed with the investigators
on the tolerability ratings (P=1.000).
Discussion
The results clearly demonstrated that runners using IQP‑AS‑119
had a lower incidence of URTS in the 2 weeks following the
marathon. URTS were reported by 21.6% of the participants
taking IQP‑AS‑119 compared with 44.7% of those taking the
placebo in the FAS population (Table II). This was similar in
the VCAS population, where the number of participants in the
V group that exhibited URTS following the marathon was 45% of
that in the P group. Additionally, the number of days with URTS
reported by participants taking IQP‑AS‑119 was 52.6% shorter
of that experienced by the subjects in the P group. Previous
dietary supplements had reported similar reduction of URTS
severity (ranging from 33 to 49.5% as compared to placebo) and

shorter duration of days with cold (ranging from 29.4 to 42.3%
when compared with the placebo group) (15,22,30).
In the assessment of the URTS severity per WURSS‑21
(Table III), relative differences were reported in favour of
IQP‑AS‑119 for the URTS score (items 2‑11) on post‑marathon
days 9, 12, 13 and 14. These results suggest that a larger study
population may be required to demonstrate significant differ‑
ences in WURSS‑21, particularly in the specific setting of
post‑exercise URTS, which are usually of a lesser magnitude
compared with those in the context of the classical URTI. The
current study used a non‑invasive method for the assessment
of URTI and the WURSS‑21 was indicated to be appropriate
and accurate. A statistically significant association was identi‑
fied between the questionnaire and the laboratory‑assessed
biomarkers of induced rhinovirus infection in a previous study
involving 399 participants (43). Moreover, the WURSS‑21
is a validated (37) assessment for URTI and had been used
in numerous clinical trials for assessing the treatment of the
common cold (44‑47).
The overall Hooper's Index assessed on the first and second
week after the marathon did not reveal significant differences
between the groups (Table IV). The results of the assessment
of individual PSQ20 scales was indicated to be in favour of
IQP‑AS‑119, specifically the ‘joy’ scale (days 2 to 14; P=0.021)
and ‘worries’ scale (days 2 to 14; P=0.012) when compared with
placebo (Table V). In addition, the mental composite score of
the SF‑12 demonstrated the positive effect of IQP‑AS‑119 over
placebo (Days ‑5 to 14; P=0.038; Table VI).
Collectively, the WURSS‑21, total PSQ20 score and the
mental composite score of the SF‑12 indicated that improvements
in well‑being were noticeable at 2 weeks after the marathon by
runners who were receiving IQP‑AS‑119. These observations
were in line with previously observed effects of natural health
products in marathon runners, such as improvement of Profile
of Mood States for confusion, fatigue, tension, anger and
vigour (22).
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Milder URTS experienced by participants who consumed
IQP‑AS‑119 on days 9, 12, 13 and 14, together with reduced
number of days with URTS, were consistent with other reported
results of studies on garlic (23) and green chireta (25,48).
Previous studies by Carillon et al (26) and Milesi et al (27)
in healthy subjects demonstrated the ability of plant superoxide
dismutase extract to significantly reduce stress and fatigue over
placebo treatment. The PSQ20's subscores for ‘joy’ and ‘worries’
were consistent with the findings of Carillon et al and Milesi et al,
where the V group reported significantly better ‘joy’ between
day 2 and day 14, and lower ‘worries’ from day ‑5 to day 14 and
from day 2 to day 14, compared with the placebo group.
To the best of our knowledge, the present study was the first
to demonstrate that supplementation with IQP‑AS‑119 in immu‑
nosuppressed post‑marathon runners was beneficial in reducing
the incidence of URTS. A study by Cox et al (49) demonstrated
that illness‑prone athletes exhibited higher expression of the
pro‑inflammatory cytokine IL‑6. These athletes reported at
least 4 occurrences of URTS annually. This population is likely
to benefit from the consumption of IQP‑AS‑119 to modulate
immune response (50).
The aim of the present pilot study was to provide initial
data on the beneficial effects of the IQP‑AS‑119 on immune
health and its main limitation was the small sample size. The
participants, who were marathon runners, tended to be in a
good physical state and this may not accurately represent the
general population. However, marathon running was used as
a model of immune stress to induce URTS, and the results of
the present study may be applicable to non‑athletes who are
susceptible to URTS. Future research should be conducted in
the wider population focusing on the benefits of IQP‑AS‑119
in alleviating URTS. Of note, it was hypothesized that the
participants maintained a regular diet, but this was not
assessed. The multifactorial nature of immune regulation
was indicated to be affected by stress, nutrition and sleep
patterns, which would require further consideration in future
studies (51). Subject‑reported outcomes, such as those used
in the present study, are often employed in trials evaluating
supplements for the common cold (20,22,24,27). The inclusion
of immune markers and inflammatory markers could provide
objective insights for future similar trials (20,21,52,53).
Furthermore, a recent review had also called for multi‑omics
studies for a more comprehensive understanding of the
biological pathways underlying immune regulation (44).
In conclusion, IQP‑AS‑119 was investigated in terms of
its health benefits in reducing the incidence and severity of
URTS in marathon runners, providing encouraging evidence
supporting the beneficial role of IQP‑AS‑119 in the immune
response. In addition, given the good tolerability profile of
IQP‑AS‑119 over a period of 5 weeks, it may be considered
as an attractive nutritional option for prevention or reduction
of URTS in susceptible individuals.
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